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Once upon a time, beneath the cotton candy machine in Mr. Candy's store, there is a forest called the Cotton Candy Forest, and in that forest is a town called Marshtown. Marshie Marshdrop was the mayor. One day, he was having a picnic with his friends, Jelly Sugar and Lolly Popper. While they were eating, they heard a noise that sounded like a gummy saw chopping down cotton candy trees.
Marshie said "let's go check it out." When they got to the spot where they heard the noise, they saw... Evil Mr. Doctor Gumdrop from Pepper-Gummy! He was chopping down all the trees! Marshie, Jelly, and Lolly all ran as fast as they could back to Marshie's house. When they got there, they started brainstorming ideas to try and stop Evil Mr. Doctor Gumdrop. Then, Jelly said "maybe we could sneak
into his evil lair and then find his secret plans and then..." Marshie interrupted and said "I think we need a different plan," so they thought and thought some more. Finally, Marshie said, "I know! we can make a trap for him to go into!" They all agreed to this plan, so Marshie gathered all of Marshtown and said "I just saw Evil Mr. Doctor Gumdrop chopping down the cotton candy..."
trees. We will build a trap out of fake cotton candy trees to lower him into it. Ten people will get some marshmallow fluff, 5 people will get the graham crackers, 5 people will get the sugar grass, and 20 people will get the blueberry jam.” Everyone went into Mr. Candy’s store. When they came back, they started to build. It was all done in only two hours.
They took a long invisible candy stick and stuck a sign to it that said "More trees this way". Everyone hid while Marshie got Evil Mr. Doctor Gumdrops to go into the trap. They threw him into Mr. Candy's freezer so he wouldn't chop down any more cotton candy trees. Everyone shouted
"Yay for Marshie! He saved the Cotton Candy forest!" After that, they celebrated with a big feast in Town Hall and Evil Mr. Doctor Gumdrop was never seen again. Or at least they thought so.